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What's New In ConSeal Firewall Log File Viewer Analizer?

The following features are available in ConSeal PC Firewall Log File Viewer & Analizer: * Displays time stamp of each entry from the firewall log *
Shows a comprehensive list of all connections opened and closed on the system * Shows a table of the connections' statistics such as: * connections for each
service and port, closed, opened * average time that a connection remains open and average time in the system that a connection remains open * shows
statistics for connections initiated from a specific IP address * shows statistics for connections initiated from a specific MAC address * You can compare
the list of opened connections with the list of closed connections. After you have found a similar entry, you can quickly connect to the service and monitor
it * Shows details of the connections, such as: * Connection IP address * Connection port * Client IP address * Source port * Destination port * Timestamp
of the event * User name * Application name * Protocol * Connection time * Description of the connection * Connection status * Description of the event
* Change in connection time * If the connection was a TCP connection, it also shows information about the time spent in sending and receiving data, the
size of the data transferred, and the number of the packets exchanged * It also shows information about the connections initiated from a specific IP address
and from a specific MAC address * You can easily find out which programs are using the ports and services, which services are used more often, and which
services are being used by the computer from outside * Shows statistics for connection attempts initiated from a specific IP address or from a specific
MAC address * Shows statistics for connection attempts initiated from any IP address or from any MAC address * Displays a list of services with specified
names * Displays a list of applications with specified names * Displays an entry from the firewall log file in a graphical form * Shows information about the
status of the files that are in the process of transferring * Statistics of file transfer operations * Displays statistics of connection attempts * Shows statistics
of connection attempts to specific IP addresses * Shows statistics of connection attempts to specific MAC addresses * Displays statistics of connection
attempts initiated from any IP address * Displays statistics of connection attempts initiated from any MAC address * Displays information about the
firewall rule that has been violated * Displays information about the firewall rule that is in effect * Displays information about the firewall rule that has
been overridden * Displays information about the firewall rule that has been disabled * Displays information about the firewall rule that is in process of
activation * Displays information about the firewall rule that is in process of deactivation * Displays a detailed view of the network connection * Displays a
detailed view of the connection initiated from a specific IP address * Displays a detailed view of the connection initiated from
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System Requirements:

1. Download and install the game. 2. Do not update the game until you purchase the new content. 3. Delete any previous saves if you have any. 4. Purchase
the new content. Notes: 1. You can play without a Microphone if you wish. However, if you do not have a Microphone, you will not hear the character’s
voice. 2. If you are having trouble connecting to the server, exit the game before restarting the game. 3.
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